
Alfa 159Ti



The Alfa 159 is already acknowledged worldwide as one of the 

most head-turning Italian sports vehicles on the market, but 

the new 159Ti takes this much further. From its sports body kit 

and lowered stance to the 19” alloy wheels, Red Brembo brake 

callipers and distinctive Ti badges, it is the very embodiment of 

the Italian passion for driving. Complemented by satin exterior 

mirrors and available in Alfa Red, Alfa Silver, Stromboli Grey  

and Black, it literally oozes style from every pore.

The fully loaded Alfa 159Ti



Inside it’s no less dramatic. Electrically adjustable front sports 
seats are upholstered in black leather, as are the gear knob 
and steering wheel with mounted audio controls. Other features 
include red sports dashboard dials, red stitched detailing, 
darkened trim inserts and roof lining, as well as alloy doorsill 
moulding with Ti designation and sports alloy pedals.  
There’s even a Bluetooth® hands free system with voice 
recognition. Without doubt the Alfa 159Ti is fully loaded with 
everything the driving aficionado could desire.



19” alloy wheels, sports suspension, Red Brembo  
brake callipers

Sports body kit Ti personalisation

Electric sports leather seats with embroidered  
Alfa Romeo logo

Sports leather steering wheel with red stitching Leather gear knob with red stitching



Darkened interior trim Sports alloy pedals Sports instrumentation and steering wheel

Brushed alloy console Alloy Ti doorsill moulding Satin exterior mirrors



Alfa Romeo cars are imported and distributed by Ateco Automotive Australia Pty Ltd, which reserves 
the right to alter specifications, equipment and pricing at any time, without warning or notice. Please 

consult your authorised Alfa Romeo dealer for full details of current pricing, standard and optional 
equipment, accessories, specifications and availability. Overseas model shown.
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